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accordill to VI-v"J./c"l.forA
( I-v'././c'" forO.6c=0.8J:

0.6n x 0.4._0.24n
1.8xO.8 - 1.44

== lAin

(ii JFor light frolD A measured
byB:
(a)0.8n
(bJO.Bn

1.6
(c) 0.8n x 0.2

1.6

d ().8Il~_O.1.6n._I~.
( ) 1.6xO.6 - 0.96 - -hll

eN.b. SYlnluelt'Y i~ aJ~ pl"eset"ved
when bot.h observers are nloving in
the S81ne ·absolute direction.)

In Mr Linsley Hood's article in
yourJuly 1986 issue, on a
moisture meter, he shows as ."ig. 3
a "lnodified Schering bridge".
Surely this is modified beyond all
reasonable claim to the name, for
all four arms arecapacitances,
whereas in the Schering bridge
one ar·m is a stalldard resistance in
terms ofwhich t.he unknown
capacit.ance and i's 1088 are
compared. ']'he bridge used seems
to be mostlilte the It'lenling&
Dyke's four-capacitance type.
M.G. Scroggie
Bexhill
Sussex.

MOISTURE
MEASUREMENT

flaving read 'An engineers log
Inoisture Ineasuremcnt', by
J.IJ.Linsley flood,July 86, Jam left.
wondel·ing, wherc are all these
"electronic.CiI engineers wi th
indust.rial 01" manufacturing
experiencc" who arc "no longer
young"·? I-Iave they all faded away?

I have tried, and failed, on many
occasions to findjustsuch people,
both for our electronics services
and for various research groups.
Other departments and colleges
throughoutI.,ondon University are
in the sanle position.

l·'or Inany young engineers and
technicians our salary scales are
poor compared wi th outside
industry and we are ululble t.o keep
t.he people we train.I·lowever, for
those in, say, thei r early fi rties to
wholn money is not ever.ything, a
great deal ofint.eresting and
varied work goes on in
universities, lnuch ofit pioneering
new techniques. 1'his is now in
danger ofdl"ying up for lack oC
experienced staff.

In a country comnlitted to high
technology advancement, I believe
this would be disastrous; so please,
if there's anybody interested spare
us a thought.
D.R. Stt111e
Physics Department
Superintendent
Queen Mary College

(d) illusory violet..shifteffect I...ondon El
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Cc) illusory Dopplershift due to A's
own 'absolute recession' (illusory
in the sense that the lightperse
retains its proper, absolute,
frequency):

0.6nx(1-v/c) 0.6nxO.4
1.8 1.8

really in motion or at rest, then the
situation (a) surely requires that
the shifting occurs either all at
enlission or all at reception, and cbJ
affords no imaginable
determinant ofwhich. Since there
must be some such determinant, it
must in some sense be nleaningful
to envisage the motional state of
each observer independently, and
so their situation cannot be really
symmetrical except in the equal/
opposite case Cin which they would
be equally physically deludedJ.

As to increase ofmass with
increased velocity, MrJones's
denial ofthis is associable with his
denying that there is any limit to
velocity. It seems odd that one
elsewhere so fundamentalist
about facts should ignore the
evident fact ofsuch a limit~ his
reason for doing so would seem to
be the unlimitedness ofthe scale of
integers. Numbers determining
Nature: something else
appropriate to an unwitting
crypto-relativism.

Finally, as to: 'It is central to the
teaching ofelectromagnetism that
for all observers the product of
frequency and wavelength shall be
the constant c.' This is a most oddly
roundabout way ofsaying that all
electromagnetic waves have the
same speed c; the fact that a wave's
speed is given by the product of
frequency and wavelength is
hardly a specifically
electromagnetic one.
Stephen Grieve,
Reigate,
Surrey

Sample calculation
Consider two observers A and B,
receding fronl each other at
relative speed of1·4C (as inferred
by an observer between them, who,
observing no deviation from

V1- v'.J./c2

is able to regard himselfas having
negligible absolute motion)-A
having an absolute speed ofO·6c
and Bone ofO·8c. Each beams to
the other with an identically
manufactured light source, whose
normal frequency is n. What
frequency oflight received will
each measure?

(i) For light from B measured by
A:
(a) real frequency for

0·8c=nx V1-v:l/c:l=0.6n

(b) real Doppler shift:

0.6n _0.6!!.
l+v/c - 1.8

Doppler shiftingper se. for light, as
distinct from any clock-slowing.
Why though, then, should he
bother to stress that sources of
light are clocks? He also says that
'we are forbidden to know' which of
two relatively-moving observers
was subjected to acceleration, that
'pel"haps both were but itdoes not
Inatter'. that 'the situation is one of
pure symmetry'. This, from a
professed anti-Einsteinian. Whilst
overt Einsteinians negate
absolute motion but imply it, he
attacks relativity but implicitly
upholds the relativity principle.

Subsequently, I pointed out that
an observational pure-symmetry
could, indeed must, result from
counterbalancing asymmetries
but not merely equal-and-opposite
ones" Any relativist will imply this
when showing how application of

V1- v :l/c"A

to both moving-source and
moving-observer situations
results in equivalent formulae, i.e.
eliminates the classical difference
which could betray absolute
motion. This application ofa real
factor, given that it is real, implies
something real applied-to, and
must itselfbe done somehow
asymmetrically in order to obtain
the symmetry. There is equality of
extent ofthe

V1-v :l/c"A

effect in the two cases, but these
equal extents must ofcourse be in
opposite (quantitative) directions:
the moving observer's real clock
slowedness causing an illusory
violet-shift effect for incoming
light, so as to bring what he
observes down to midway between
the two classical extents of-red
shift; his own light, ofcourse,
brought up to that median red
shiftedness, for resting observers
receded from. elt can be readily
shown that observational
symmetry will be preserved also
when both observers have
significant absolute speeds.) Mr
J ones's response, essentially, was
to restress that the symmetry was
a fact (italics his), in a manner
suggesting that there was simply
no question ofany more complex
reality inferably underlying a fact.
An evasive, simplistic
concentration on what may be
sheerly observed is characteristic
also ofrelativists.

In stressing 'pure symmetry', he
says that it 'has nothing to do with
whether there is an aether or
absolute frame ofreference': but of
course ifthere is a light medium,
then ipso(acto there cannot be
such a (rea)) symmetry except in
the case ofequal and opposite
velocities. And consider: the
shifting can occur only at emission
and/or reception (for it to occur in
transit would ofcourse mean coo
violation); but ifit is meaningless
to ask whether either observer is

One may perhaps quote without
permission from private
communications when what is
quoted is non-personal,
confidentiality is not requested,
and the sender, at odds wi th one,
talks ofhis own genius, What
follows may be found helpful by
some readers ofAlex J ones's letter
in the April issue.

In one letter to me, he uses the
expression 'sourcesof
monochromatic light (clocks)',
agrees that

V1- v 'J./c'J.

is involved in red-shifting, but
then states: '... the rate ofclocks
themselves remains invariant.' As
in the published letter, he very
much seems to" think that the

Vl-v~/c'J.

effect is somehow a part ofthe
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SEEING REDDER

SIMPLE PULSE
GENERATOR

Finallv.1 think it is foolish to
specify signalling rate and data
structure. There \vill always be
differing requirenlents, and to
tightly specify these wi11 lead to
problems.

Much asl would like to see
Britain in the forefront of
standardization, such standal'ds
111 list have international
agreement to be successful, and I
doubt very much that S5/8 would
find such agreement.
L.Hayward
Technical Dh'ectol'
Eastpoint Ltd
Wareham
Dorset

Having had no end oftrouble with
4528 monostables myself, I was
not surprised to find in Brian
I·'rost's article in August 1986
fanliliar phrases like"...between
15V and 9V a change in pulse
width ofaround 15t;f can be
expected" and "Due to the nature of
the 4528... an accuracy ofaround
20tR will be quite good." I suspect
also that the two pulse width
controls interact to some extent,
because the 4528's pulse width
varies with repetition freq uency as
well asjust about evel"ything else!

IfMr Frost were to throwaway
his 4528 and replace it with a 4538,
he would find that these problems
have gone away. Accuracy would
still depend on the capacitor
tolerance and potentiometer
calibration, ofcourse, but at least
the results would be repeatable,
making it worthwhile to trim the
capacitors.
Peter A. Ferris
Acton
LondonW3


